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Introduction 

This course explores safe ways of manipulating your voice.  Perhaps you want to know how to 
analyse in detail and then reproduce the voice of a famous person from a recording. Perhaps you 
want to invent and then create voices from scratch for animation film, computer games or 
demonstrate a wide range of options for a voice reel. Perhaps you want to learn more about your 
vocal instrument and tap into the hidden potentials inside. Whether you want to work in 
entertaining extremes or to explore subtle changes that serve screen or stage roles with 
authenticity, this workshop will provide a working method. 

It will cover:

· Your voice     ~ the geography 
~ the big picture 

· Listening without seeing   ~ the detective work 
~ gathering the clues 

· Re-designing your voice   ~ the character building
~ putting the jigsaw together  

· Assuming the role and the voice ~ the rehearsal
~ the performance 

· Repeating the performance  ~ the skill
~ the stamina 
~ the safety measures 

· Rising to a variety of challenges ~ the extremes
~ the original 
~ the historical 
~ the authentication 

Please take care: 
… it may be apparent, but just in case it needs to be pointed out:  
experimenting with any new physical or vocal “character” will affect other parts of your 
actor’s instrument – in fact you may be surprised by the amazing links and responses 
across body, mind, voice and mood. So aim to monitor your needs and remain comfortable 
at all times! 
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1. Lips 

  
2. Teeth 

3. Alveolar ridge / upper gum ridge 

4. Tongue tip / blade 

5. Hard palate 

6. Tongue body 

7. Soft palate 

8. Back of tongue 

9. Pharynx 

10. Larynx    

11. Uvula 

12. Vocal Folds (cords)    
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THE PHYSICAL KIT : Your “VOCAL TRACT”

THE “VT” How much effort?
     (mild/moderate/extreme/neutral)

Lips:
! Rounding
! Spreading
! Labio-dentalisation

Jaw:
! Close 
! Open
! Protruding

Tongue tip/blade:
! Advanced
! Retracted

Tongue body:
! Fronted / Raised
! Fronted / Lowered
! Backed / Lowered
! Backed / Raised

Soft palate, back of tongue:
! Nasal
! Denasal

Pharynx (Throat):
! Constriction

Larynx:
! Raised
! Lowered

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

VOICE QUALITIES:
! Falsetto
! Creaky
! Whispery (breathy)
! Rough / harsh
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THE MUSIC: Your tune, rhythm and “PROSODIC FEATURES”

FEATURE OPTIONS

Pitch:
! Higher average note
! Lower  average note   

Pitch range:
! Wide / narrow range

Pace:
! Fast
! Slow

Pace variety / range:
! Consistent / variable

Pause:
! Absent
! Excessive
! Continuity interrupted

Power (vocal energy):
! Loud
! Quiet

Power variety / range:
! Wide / narrow range

Pronunciation:
! ‘s‘ 
! ‘r’ 
! Dialect / accent
! Other notes

OTHER INFLUENCES 

Physical energy and bodily posture (see Laban table)

Facial expression

Breathing patterns

ADDITIONAL NOTES
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YOUR NOTES:

    



Voice Care: Some tips for vocal health and hygiene.     

The voice box (larynx) must be able to move easily and without tension.  Posture and body 
awareness become crucial factors in helping or hindering its freedom to function.  Equally the 
voice must never be strained.  Pushing the voice to perform beyond its comfort levels can create 
swelling or a change in shape to the vocal cords (vocal folds).
     There is a lubricating substance (mucus) inside the larynx, which plays a vital part in keeping 
the various moving parts working with ease and efficiency.  This mucus may well be affected by 
changes in the air, general health, and certain foods.  The result will be either a dry throat with 
irritation to the vocal folds, or an excessive build up of mucus that will need to be cleared.

Sometimes damage from misuse, tension, poor air quality or substances that manipulate 
the mucus balance away from its optimum state, may result in long-term or even permanent 
damage.
     Voice suffers through either mis-use (‘abuse’) or a health issue.  A sore, tired, husky or “lost” 
voice can be the result.

PHYSICAL POSTURE AND TENSION
Avoid talking with chin thrust forward and up or pulled in and down.  Try instead to lengthen the 
back of the neck and look at the horizon.
Avoid shouting, yelling, or competing with other noise.  Consider learning how to project your 
voice safely and work with techniques for vocal extremes.
Avoid pushing your voice to grab attention.  Try alternatives (visual signals or “calling” technique).
Avoid tiring your voice and going beyond what your body wants to do.  
Avoid being physically placed at a disadvantage.  Find ways to be comfortable both in your 
environment as well as within yourself. 
Endeavour to keep free from unhelpful tension both physically and emotionally.

AIR QUALITY
Avoid: smoking, smoky atmospheres, dust, air-conditioning and strong smelling fumes (paint, 
petrol, glue, marker-pens, and other chemicals).  
Where there is air-conditioning put water as close as possible to its source. Similarly do the same 
with heating / radiators etc. 

FOOD AND DRINK
Avoid drying out.  Sipping non-carbonated water throughout the day; 2 to 3 litres are the healthy 
and recommended amount in a British climate.
Dairy products tend to create excessive mucus, resulting in throat “clearing” which can be 
damaging to the voice.  
Alcohol dries the necessary lubricating mucus in the larynx. 
Sugar affects its texture and function balance (sweets, candies, colas etc.).
Caffeine dries the mucus.  
Reduce the effects of acid reflux; don’t sleep on a full stomach (allow a couple of hours for it to 
empty). Avoid “fry ups”, very hot spicy food, chocolate and red wine late at night.

COLDS AND FLU
Avoid any remedy that claims to dry up your cold as it will also dry the necessary lubricating 
mucus. Sip plenty of fluid (especially water).
Rest.
Medicated Throat “lozenges” strip the necessary lubricating mucus from the back of the throat.  
Try a spoonful of honey instead.
Inhale steam through the mouth (avoid the addition of menthol or other ‘soothing’ substances 
added into it). 
Avoid coughing and throat-clearing where you can and try swallowing hard or gently clearing the 
throat instead. (NOTE: if you have a chest infection you  must not suppress the cough as it is the 
only way to help clear the lungs ).  
Never whisper when the voice is struggling. 
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And a little about Yvonne …. 

From dancers to doctors, barristers to bankers, preachers to politicians …Yvonne has 
worked as a voice teacher and vocal coach for thirty-eight years. 

Formerly Head of Voice for the London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art she is an 
associate with the Royal National Theatre, The Royal Shakespeare Company and 
Shakespeare’s Globe. Beyond theatre her work includes BBC TV, BBC radio and several 
independent producers. Within the world of voice artistry she delivers workshops and 
coaching to those involved in animation, long-form narration and computer games. 

 

Theatre work includes productions in and out of London’s West End working with actors, 
singers, dancers and TV personalities. Work abroad includes Canada, America, Europe 
and the Middle East. She is often asked to help artists suffering from vocal fitness and 
health issues, enjoying a multi-disciplinary and collaborative approach with clinics and 
therapists. 


Outside the theatre, Yvonne works for Industry and Commerce, Politics, Law, Medicine, 
Education, Religious and Charitable organisations. Highly confidential work takes her to 
The Houses of Parliament and two of the Royal Palaces.  


Publications: Yvonne co-wrote “More Care For Your Voice” (published by the Voice Care 
Network) which has sold over 11,500 copies. She is currently writing “Building Character 
Voice” to cover safe and creative approaches to manipulate the vocal tract for animation 
and character voices on on stage, screen and in the studio. 

Her APP: Voice Coach was launched in 2020 on both Apple and Android. 


Papers and keynote lectures: Yvonne has presented papers to the the British Voice 
Association, the Voice Care Network UK and the Midlands Voice Conference. She 
regularly delivers the keynote lectures for the Institute of Education, University College 
London. 


Research: Current, ground-breaking research has Yvonne working with members of the 
team who found the mortal remains of King Richard III in 2012. Her team are working on a 
detailed Vocal Profile for him and undertaking a pioneering collaboration with experts in 
the fields of cranio-facial reconstruction and 4D motion-capture to animate his face and 
give him voice (to be revealed in 2022).


In August 2020 Yvonne moved to a small-holding in North Yorkshire where she founded a 
company: Wellness at Rose Farm CIC which is a not-for-profit social enterprise 
promoting health for people and planet alike with workshops, courses and resources on 
line and on site.


www.yourvoicebox.co.uk

www.rosefarmwellness.com 
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